The elastic instabilities associated with buckling in bistable structures have been harnessed toward energy-based and motion-based applications, with significant research toward energy harvesting and morphing. Often combined with smart materials, structural prototypes are designed with a single application in mind. Recently, a novel method of inducing bistability was proposed by bonding two piezoelectrically actuated macro fiber composites in a ½0
Introduction
The recent emergence of research into leveraging the elastic instabilities of bistable structures has shifted the notion of buckling being associated with unwanted structural failure to a phenomenon that is desirable for adaptive and smart applications. These structures have two stable equilibrium states with each corresponding to a distinct geometric configuration, and transition between states occurs through buckling, or a nonlinear jump phenomenon known as snap-through. The largeamplitude motion and the sudden energy release associated with snap-through events make bistable structures ideal for both energy harvesting and dissipation, while their capability to maintain multiple shapes has allowed a wide variety of morphing applications (Emam and Inman, 2015; Hu and Burguen˜o, 2015) . In particular, the nonlinearities inherent to these structures have attracted significant attention from researchers as an efficient and robust mechanism to convert vibrations into electrical energy (Pellegrini et al., 2012) . They are able to retain efficiency when ambient vibrational energy is distributed over a wide spectrum, and where the spectral density is variable over time and dominant at low frequencies (Harne and Wang, 2013 ). In contrast, linear harvesters are suited only for stationary and narrowband excitation at their fundamental resonant frequencies which limit their usefulness in more realistic environments. Depending on the excitation frequency and amplitude, bistable structures exhibit multiple dynamic regimes that are distinct. This includes single-well vibrations around either of the stable configurations, or cross-well vibrations causing both periodic and aperiodic snap-through between both stable equilibria. In certain cases, multiple regimes may coexist under the same input, but only one is physically realizable depending on the initial conditions. Cross-well regimes such as high-amplitude limit cycle oscillations have been shown to significantly improve power generation over linear resonance as the harvesters displace between states under high velocities (Tang et al., 2010) . The appeal to bistable harvesters derive from being able to trigger cross-well vibrations associated with large deformations across a wide range of excitation conditions, which alleviate the performance limitations experienced by their linear counterparts.
Various mechanisms to induce bistability for the purpose of broadband energy harvesting have been explored in past investigations. Popular concepts include obtaining bistability in a cantilevered ferromagnetic beam with magnetic attraction (Erturk et al., 2009; Erturk and Inman, 2011) , destabilizing a cantilevered beam with a magnetic tip mass from its neutral position with a facing magnet of the same polarity through repulsion (Lin and Alphenaar, 2010; Tang et al., 2012) , buckling a clamped-clamped beam with an axial load to obtain a mechanically induced bistable structure (Cottone et al., 2012; Masana and Daqaq, 2011) , and generating internal thermal stresses within an unsymmetric composite laminate during cooldown in its cure cycle which result in two stable configurations (Arrieta et al., 2010 (Arrieta et al., , 2013b Betts et al., 2013 Betts et al., , 2014 Harris et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Pan et al., 2017; Scarselli et al. (2016) ; Udani et al., 2017) . As for the energy harvesting method, piezoelectric materials are attached to bistable structures to convert vibrationinduced strains to electrical energy due to their large power densities, ease of fabrication, and application over other methods such as electrostatic, electromagnetic, and magnetostrictive transduction. Recently, a novel means of generating bistability with piezoelectric actuation was investigated by Lee et al. (2017a Lee et al. ( , 2017b . By bonding two actuated macro fiber composites (MFCs) in a cross-ply layup and shutting off the power post cure, two stable states are generated through the production of in-plane residual stresses, as shown in Figure 1 . This is due to the applied electric field causing anisotropic strains within the MFCs from the mismatch of their effective piezoelectric constants. The mechanics are analogous to how a bistable composite laminate is manufactured through the mismatch of its coefficients of thermal expansion between plies (Hyer, 1981) .
The efficiency gained from the MFCs simultaneously being the actuator and host structure may alleviate challenges inherent in conventional bistable composite harvesters. A design conflict exists where larger piezoelectric patches could generate more energy, but reduces the curvature of the host structure and thus limits its response amplitudes and strains along the patch's polarization direction. In addition, the increased stiffness from larger piezoelectric layers raises the vibrational energy requirement for cross-well dynamics. To mitigate this issue, Betts et al. (2012) determined optimal layups, aspect ratios, and piezoelectric areas for a bistable composite harvester. This conflict is avoided by the entirely piezoelectric laminate since it lacks the stiffness of the host composite structure while retaining the curvatures generated by the MFCs. Its lower stiffness implies that the vibrational energies required for maintaining high-energy orbits and broadening cross-well bandwidths are lower than those of conventional bistable composites and may not require proof masses utilized by many of these harvesters to aid snap-through. The proposed laminate however consists of two P1-type MFCs which have a d 33 poling direction along the piezoceramic fibers with inter-digitated electrodes and are not ideal for energy harvesting applications due to their low capacitance which limits the current output (Sodano, 2006; Song et al., 2010) . In all studies utilizing MFCs as the harvesting unit, the P2 type is chosen which has a d 31 poling direction through its thickness in a parallel plate configuration, which results in higher capacitance and lower impedance characteristics (Betts et al., 2013 (Betts et al., , 2014 Harris et al., 2015 Harris et al., , 2017 . Despite this, only the P1-type MFCs operate with a large enough piezoelectric coefficient and voltage range necessary for generating bistability (Lee et al., 2017b) .
The purpose of this study is to experimentally characterize the broadband energy harvesting performance of the piezoelectrically generated bistable laminate and investigate how this can be utilized to initiate snapthrough morphing. By actuating one MFC at a time within its voltage operating limits, the laminate can snap through between either stable states without any external assistance due to its lower actuation authority requirement that arises from the MFCs acting as both the actuator and primary structure (Lee et al., 2017b) . This is in opposition to other morphing structures, commonly consisting of P1-type MFCs bonded to bistable composites, needing bimorph configurations (Bowen and Kim, 2011; Schultz et al., 2007) , mechanical and dynamic assistance (Arrieta et al., 2013a; Bilgen, 2013; Bowen et al., 2007) , or shape memory alloy wires (Kim et al., 2010) to trigger forward and reverse snap-through motion. In this work, the laminate's dynamic responses under harmonic excitation are identified and their power outputs are measured with a simple resistive circuit for energy conversion across the observed vibration modes. Its viability for energy harvesting is experimentally confirmed with favorable power output over a wide frequency range. A rectifying energy harvesting module consisting of onboard capacitors is then charged and provides the input voltage signal required for inducing snapthrough. The combined morphing and energy harvesting capabilities enable the laminate to be multifunctional, unlike other bistable structures which are designed for a single application.
Experimental methodology
The design of the laminate is catered toward creating the most favorable conditions for inducing bistability and maximizing the range of motion between the stable configurations. The latter condition will enable larger strains to be imparted on the laminate during cross-well vibrations, which will raise the subsequent power output. The simple layup of ½0 MFC =90 MFC T is chosen to minimize the total thickness and allow access to the electrode leads of each MFC, while the cross-ply configuration will maximize the out-of-plane displacements of each state (Gigliotti et al., 2004) . The P1-type MFC utilizing the d 33 effect is chosen for the voltage actuation required for bistability, and strains in the piezoceramic fiber direction under an operating voltage of -500 to 1500 V. Its material properties are given in Table 1 (Williams, 2004) . The MFCs are simultaneously actuated at 1500 V while being bonded under vacuum in order to yield the most post-cure delta voltage and resulting piezoelectric strains. This also provides the most margin for bifurcation from one to two stable states to occur post cure when the voltage is released. According to Lee et al. (2017a) , the critical side length for generating bistability is 85 mm when the aspect ratio of the laminate is 1 and the actuation voltage during bonding is 1500 V. However, at this length, the bifurcation voltage is 0 V and this leaves no margin for manufacturing imperfections while completely limiting the deformation differences between the two resulting configurations. With MFC manufacturing limitations considered, the side length of 200 mm is chosen to ensure sufficiently large displacements and adequate margin for producing bistability. , but their total dimensions are 207 3 218 mm 2 due to the peripheral areas housing the electrode rails and leads between the polyimide films. Therefore, the laminate has 5.5 mm of overhang on each edge with a total bonded area of 207 3 207 mm 2 . The 3M DP-460 epoxy adhesive is used for bonding and cured for 24 h at room temperature. After the cure cycle, the laminate is qualitatively confirmed to be bistable once it is taken out of vacuum and the power to both MFCs is shut off. Figure 2 identifies the two stable states of the manufactured ½0 MFC =90 MFC T laminate. In this article, the major curvature axis of state I is along the piezoceramic fiber direction of MFC 1 and that of state II corresponds to MFC 2 in the same manner. This can also be seen in Figure 1 .
Characterizing the ½0
MFC

=90
MFC T laminate's dynamic regimes and power output under vibrational excitation is achieved with the experimental setup shown in Figure 3 . The harmonic input to the laminate is provided by the APS 113 seismic shaker and powered by the APS 125 amplifier. The laminate is fixed at the center to a stinger (130-mm hex bolt) that is attached at one end of the shaker with washers and nuts. To avoid invasive attachment methods such as drilling a hole and potentially damaging the MFCs, the laminate is mounted at its center between two 12.7 3 12.7 3 12.7mm 3 neodymium magnets, where the inner magnet is bonded to the free end of the stinger with epoxy. The acceleration at the laminate center is measured by a PCB Piezoelectronics 352C67 accelerometer and the velocity response is measured at a single point by a Polytec OFV-534 laser vibrometer with the Polytec OFV-5000 controller. Reflective tape is adhered to the laminate to improve the signal return of the laser vibrometer. The acceleration, voltage, and velocity responses are recorded with the NI USB-6211 DAQ connected to LabVIEW at a sample rate of 2500 Hz while this combination simultaneously provides the shaker signal based on the acceleration measurements. The voltage responses of each MFC are measured separately and voltage divider circuits are used to reduce the signals to adhere to the DAQ input limit of 610 V during frequency sweeps. All signals are low-pass filtered and processed in MATLAB. When measuring the harvested power with resistor sweeps, a Tektronix TDS2004C oscilloscope is used to record the root mean square (RMS) voltage output of each MFC without the voltage divider circuits to allow for simple variation of resistive loads, which is quickly implemented with an IET ohmSOURCE resistance box.
Vibration modes
The dominant modes of the laminate for both stable states are identified with low-amplitude forward frequency sweeps and the corresponding velocity-to-base acceleration frequency response functions (FRFs) are generated. Determining the resonant frequencies allows subsequent sweep range and locations to be appropriately chosen for characterizing nonlinear dynamic regimes at high excitation amplitudes, since they appear around these modes. Specifically, sweeps are conducted for short and open circuit electrical boundary conditions from 10 to 50 Hz at 0.05g to minimize nonlinear effects. The velocity measurement locations are at the edges of the active area in the middle of the laminate along the major curvature axis of each state, which allow just their dominant modes to be recorded. Figure 4 shows the FRFs of each stable state at low frequencies for the open circuit condition, which are found to be nearly identical to the the closed circuit condition.
The first modes of both stable states are identical at 16.58 Hz and exhibit out-of-plane rigid body rotation about the stinger that is inherent to the shaker setup, and is associated with much less elastic deformation than the second mode. The second modes of states I and II are, respectively, at 27.26 and 26.45 Hz and they are traditional plate bending modes. The slight difference in the second mode indicates that the potential wells of the bistable laminate are not symmetric and reflect the shape discrepancies between the two configurations where state I has higher static out-of-plane displacements than state II. This may be due to manufacturing errors involving imperfect layup alignment, a nonuniform epoxy bond line, MFC performance degradation from long actuation times during bonding, and the variation of piezoelectric constants and elastic properties between the two MFCs (Lee et al., 2017b) . These geometric and material imperfections are difficult to control during the manufacturing process, and the resulting state I over state II bias must be considered in the experimental analysis. However, the separation of modes may be advantageous for energy harvesting applications since it extends the total cross- well bandwidth associated with large-amplitude oscillations.
High-amplitude frequency sweeps
Based on where the linear vibration modes are, forward and backward frequency sweeps at higher amplitudes are conducted in order to identify the nonlinear dynamic regimes of the bistable laminate. The sweeps range from 10 to 34 Hz, which encompass the first two observed modes of each state, and the time histories of the base acceleration, corner velocity and MFC 1 and MFC 2 open circuit voltages are recorded every 0.5 Hz. This procedure is done for input accelerations of 0.5g to 4g in steps of 0.5g for both initial states. The corner location is chosen for velocity measurements because it is the only point on the laminate to have significant out-of-plane displacements for both stable configurations, which makes it appropriate for measuring cross-well vibrations from a single location. Peak-topeak amplitudes of the recorded time histories are obtained with stroboscopic sampling at excitation frequencies over multiple forcing periods and the results for 1g, 2g, and 3g inputs are shown in Figure 5 for initial state I and Figure 6 for initial state II. These figures are a combination of an FRF and a bifurcation diagram with the excitation frequency being the bifurcation parameter under constant acceleration amplitude (Arrieta et al., 2010) . For linear regimes, the sampled amplitude for a given excitation frequency appears as a single point, while nonlinear responses are given by multiple points indicating the variation of amplitudes over several consecutive periods. 3g is the lowest excitation level where all dynamic regimes are present for both states, and so the results for higher accelerations are not shown here. At 1g, the single points in Figures 5(a) to (f) and 6(a) to (f) indicate single-well responses, while the cluster of points per frequency at 2g and 3g in Figures 5(g) to (r) and 6(g) to (r) suggests cross-well motion.
Note that Figures 5 and 6 do not include all coexisting solutions per sweep, but do show some of them due to the nonlinearities inherent to the bistable laminate and their dependency on initial conditions. These arise from the softening stiffness effect causing the reduction of resonant frequencies, sweep direction-dependent hysteresis forcing the boundaries between single-and cross-well regimes to shift, and the asymmetry of the bistable laminate's potential wells causing static statedependent responses and bandwidths (Moon, 1992) . As expected, the strength of these nonlinear effects increases with higher excitation levels. For both states, regardless of sweep direction, the softening effect pushes the peak-to-peak amplitudes toward lower frequencies for the 1g response, and for 2g and 3g the boundaries between single-and cross-well regions are pushed below their second linear modal frequencies even further. Hysteretic regions separating the jumps in amplitude also grow larger with increasing excitation levels and are seen in 3g from 12.5 to 18 Hz for state I and 11.5 to 17.5 Hz for state II. At 3g, the backward sweeps induce high-amplitude limit cycle oscillations, while the forward sweeps remain linear over the same bandwidths. In contrast, the forward sweeps extend the cross-well regions from 24 to 24.5 Hz for state I and 24.5 to 26.5 Hz for state II over the opposite path. These differences are a consequence of different solutions gaining and losing stability at various frequencies and are not necessarily the only steady-state solutions in existence. The transition into limit cycle oscillations during backward sweeps may be due to the coalescence of vibrational energy carried by the cross-well motion and the first rigid body mode at 16.58 Hz. Once the backward sweep passes through the first mode, there is a drop-off in amplitude for limit cycle oscillations until returning to the linear regime. It does not exist in the forward sweep due to the laminate being in low-energy orbit when approaching the first mode.
When comparing initial conditions, state II consistently produces a larger cross-well bandwidth over state I with more range for limit cycle oscillations desirable for energy harvesting. In addition, the corner velocities and the corresponding output voltages of both MFCs are overall higher for state II. This is due to the out-ofplane displacements being lower for state II, and thus the vibrational energy required to snap through the laminate is also lower. There is a clear correlation between the corner velocity and voltages of the laminate, with cross-well vibrations producing larger amplitudes than their singlewell counterparts. During single-well vibrations for state I, voltage output of MFC 1 is much higher than that of MFC 2 due to the induced strains on the former being dominant in the piezoceramic fiber direction associated with the P1-type MFC's primary d 33 piezoelectric effect, while the latter is prominently strained in the electrode direction normal to the fibers. These dominant strain directions and the ratio of voltage outputs are flipped between MFCs for state II. Once the laminate exhibits cross-well oscillations, the voltage differences are considerably reduced since both MFCs are now operating in the d 33 mode.
Characterization of dynamic responses
Aside from limit cycle oscillations, other nonlinear regimes are associated with lower response amplitudes and include intermittencies and chaotic and subharmonic oscillations. In Figures 5 and 6 , over a broad range of amplitudes, several points for a given frequency indicate the presence of harmonics while the dense cluster of points suggests chaotic behavior. However, it provides limited details and the identification of dynamic regime per frequency is difficult, especially for intermittencies consisting of both periodic and aperiodic characteristics. Therefore, the time histories over multiple forcing periods and their corresponding Fourier spectra, phase portraits, and Poincare´maps of every observed regime are analyzed for distinguishing characteristics. This section evaluates example cases for each type of response found in the 3g frequency sweeps, which is the lowest excitation level where all dynamic regimes are present for both states, and therefore a suitable input parameter for laminate response and performance characterization. Figure 7 (a) to (c) presents the aforementioned plots for high-amplitude limit cycle oscillation with the input parameters of 14.5 Hz and 3g during the state I backward sweep. The frequency content is obtained with fast Fourier transform (FFT) of time histories recorded during the sweep.
Cross-well limit cycle oscillations are characterized by continuous snap-through events which allow a periodic high-energy orbit to be sustained between the two stable states. It is associated with the largest velocity and voltage amplitudes out of all dynamic regimes due to the periodic attractor motion having the most penetration into both potential wells. As can be seen in the voltage differences in Figure 7 (a) to (b), the slight asymmetry between states still exists due to the state I initial condition and the state I over II bias discussed previously, but this difference decreases with increasing excitation levels. The electromechanical phase portrait in Figure 7 (c) is enabled by the 90°phase difference between the open circuit voltages and corner velocity. The voltage output is sharply cut when the MFCs are not operating in the d 33 mode and this effect alternates between MFCs according to their 180°phase difference, which is also shown in Figure 7 (a) and is a result of the continuous snap-through motion. The consequences of asymmetry and bias toward the initial state are higher output voltages for MFC 1 over MFC 2, and this is correlated by the slightly larger corner velocities while the laminate is in state I. The Poincare´maps in Figure 7 (c) indicate a single-periodic response and the Fourier spectra in Figure 7 (b) reveal the associated main harmonic (i.e. v) of 14.5 Hz to be dominant with 2v and 3v superharmonic components contributing much less energy. In contrast to the periodic nature of limit cycle oscillations, Figure 7 (d) to (i) presents crosswell chaos under various representations at 18.5 Hz and 3g in initial state I. To generate enough data for the phase portraits, the measurements are taken separately for 15 min instead of processing the sweep data.
Under chaotic response, the laminate exhibits a strange attractor sensitive to initial conditions (Strogatz, 1994) as shown in the Poincare´maps in Figure 7 (f) and (i). The time histories in Figure 7 (d) and (g) reveal that the laminate motion involving snapthrough events never quite repeats itself, though there are passages of nearly recurrent behavior, and therefore remains completely aperiodic. The FFTs in 7(e) and (h) show a much more broadband spectrum with the primary component being the excitation frequency of 18.5 Hz, but energy is present over a wide range of frequencies. Although the phase portrait trajectories escape the potential well of state I and displays crosswell behavior, the majority of vibration is centered around state I with much less penetration into state II when compared to limit cycle oscillations. Besides limit cycle oscillations, all other cross-well regimes display the same behavior to varying degrees and is attenuated as the acceleration input rises. This growth in asymmetry in combination with infrequent snap-through events, lower velocities, and output voltages suggests the chaotic response to be less favorable for harvesting power than the high-energy orbits of limit cycle oscillations. Figure 8 presents the rest of the laminate's dynamic responses in the initial state I 3g backward sweeps and include subharmonic and linear oscillations at 22.5 and 34 Hz, intermittency between limit cycle and chaotic oscillations at 18 Hz, and intermittency between subharmonic and chaotic oscillations at 20.5 Hz.
Intermittency is attributed to the sporadic switching between two qualitatively different behaviors, while the excitation input is kept constant (Pomeau and Manneville, 1980) , and these behaviors are cross-well chaos and limit cycle oscillations in the case of Figure  8 Figure 8 (a) display the nearly periodic motion interrupted by occasionally irregular bursts that are statistically distributed, causing the respective spread and loss of periodicity in the phase portraits and Poincare´maps in Figure 8 (c). The FFTs in Figure 8(b) show that the main excitation frequency and its superharmonic components are still dominant as shown in Figure 7 (b), but the presence of chaos spreads the energy contribution across the spectrum. The behavior of this regime suggests that its energy harvesting capability is between those of limit cycle and chaotic oscillations. Figure 8 (d) to (f) exhibits cross-well subharmonic oscillations, or specifically a period-3 oscillation that takes three forcing periods to complete a full cycle (Virgin, 2000) . The Poincare´maps in Figure 5 (f) assess the periodicity of the response by sampling it once per period and reveal three distinct locations within the phase portrait of each MFC. Its frequency content in Figure 8 (e) shows the presence of order-1/3 harmonic components (v=3, 2v=3, 3v=3, etc.) with fairly even distribution, which is responsible for inducing the period-3 response. It should be noted that a range of subharmonic oscillations (period-2 through period-8) are observed during the frequency sweeps across all excitation levels in both single-and cross-well motion, but they are not presented here. Intermittency is also found between subharmonic and chaotic regimes as shown in Figure 8 With all of the observable dynamic regimes characterized, the rest of the frequency sweep data at other acceleration inputs are evaluated to identify how the laminate responds under a range of excitation levels. A summary of this evaluation is shown in Figure 9 , but note that not all coexisting solutions are present. At 0.5g, nonlinear effects such as softening and hysteresis discussed previously are minimal and resonance is seen very close to the plate bending mode at 27.26 and 26.45 Hz for states I and II. With higher accelerations, the strength of nonlinearities rises where the bending mode frequency is pushed backward, hysteretic regions grow, and single-well subharmonic oscillations are observed near the resonant frequency. Cross-well vibration in the form of chaos first appears at 1.5g forward sweep for state II at the reduced resonant frequency of 22 Hz, and the rest of the sweeps follow suit with the addition of cross-well subharmonic oscillations at 2g. As the excitation level continues to increase, the crosswell bandwidth is extended primarily in the direction that the sweep is in. High-amplitude limit cycle oscillations first appear during the 2.5g backward sweep for state I at 16.5 Hz and its bandwidth grows with higher acceleration levels at the expense of other cross-well regimes. As expected, intermittencies are observed between the regimes they are, respectively, alternating from. At 4g, the cross-well bandwidths are 9 and 13.5 Hz for state I forward and backward sweeps and 15.5 Hz in both sweep directions for state II. These differences in bandwidths between the states are due to the asymmetry of potential wells.
(a) to (c). The voltage time histories in
Energy harvesting capability
Excluding limit cycle oscillations, Figures 5 and 6 show that the open circuit voltage amplitudes of cross-well regimes are similarly ranged and this holds true for various acceleration levels. Even after accounting for the steady rise in maximum amplitudes toward the onset of limit cycle oscillations at 3g, it is not clear how each regime's average power output will compare relative to each other due to their intermixing in this bandwidth, and it warrants further investigation. To evaluate the energy harvesting capability of the bistable laminate, resistor sweeps are conducted across 1, 1.78, 3.16, 5.62, 10, 15.8, 25.1, 39.8, 63.1, 100, 178, 316 , and 562 kO and 1 MO in order to match the impedance of each MFC to the load resistance, which maximizes their power output. With each MFC, the sweeps are run at 3g for the observed regimes outlined in the previous section, and the results are presented in Figure 10 for states I and II. A summary of the resistor sweep results and the power output of each dynamic regime are presented in Table 2 . The excitation frequencies are where the maximum power is generated for each regime with the exception of cross-well subharmonic oscillations, which are chosen to be period-3 for both states to allow fair comparison. As observed in Erturk and Inman (2011) , the range of load resistances in the sweeps do not suppress any of the nonlinear phenomena (i.e. shunt damping effect) exhibited by the laminate, and so it is able to maintain the cross-well responses resulting from each excitation frequency. This is certainly favorable for examining the harvesting performance of each dynamic regime and is likely due to the mechanical nonlinearity inherent to bistability being dominant over the piezoelectric coupling of the MFCs. Figure 10 shows that the optimal resistor load is 39.8 kO for every regime except for the linear response in state I, which is 25.1 kO. High-amplitude limit cycle oscillations output the most power at 110.3 and 130.7 mW for states I and II, respectively, with the least amount of difference between the MFCs due to the minimal asymmetry that exists for the two potential wells. This is the most favorable regime for energy harvesting as the single-periodic cross-well orbit allows snap-through events to most frequently and consistently occur, and the large associated velocities translate to deeper well penetration. The other cross-well responses show larger power gaps between the MFCs as asymmetry grows, and this is the maximum for linear oscillations due to their orbit about a single state allowing just one MFC to be operating in the d 33 mode. After limit cycle oscillations, the power generation of the regimes in descending order is intermittency between limit cycle and chaotic oscillations, chaos, single-well linear oscillations, intermittency between subharmonic and chaotic oscillations, and cross-well subharmonic oscillations for state I. The peak linear response outperforms cross-well subharmonic behavior since it is at the boundary between single-and crosswell regimes which is near the reduced resonant frequency. Although linear maximum amplitudes may be lower as shown in Figures 5(g ) to (r) and 6(g) to (r), it is observed from Figure 8 (d) and (g) that snap-through occurs more infrequently for subharmonic oscillations and signifies that their peak amplitudes are hit less often when compared to other cross-well responses. It is interesting to see that the resonant single-well response of one MFC can outperform the cross-well power output of both MFCs in some cases. For state II, the performance order is the same as that for state I except for linear oscillations now being placed between intermittency and cross-well subharmonic oscillations due to the peak linear response being further away from the resonance. Periodic regimes retain smooth power versus load resistance peaks due to their consistent output, while those with aperiodic behavior are more disjointed even when the measurements are averaged over significant durations. When comparing initial states, state II consistently has better cross-well performance with less separation between MFCs because of its lower critical out-of-plane displacements for initiating snap-through.
Since the optimal resistor load of 39.8kO is found to be common between almost all dynamic regimes across various frequencies, backward frequency sweeps at 3g with this load resistance are conducted to evaluate the laminate's power output across its first two modes. The results are shown in Figure 11 for both initial states. The responses per forcing frequency follow the trend of amplitudes shown in Figures 5(m) to (r) and 6(m) to (r), where peak power is generated during limit cycle oscillations near the first rigid body mode and tapers off away from this mode. Close to resonant conditions at 24 to 25 Hz, single-well vibrations outperform the primarily subharmonic cross-well responses for MFC 1 in state I and MFC 2 in state II. Even with the large jump in contribution from the other MFC during cross-well motion, the single-well near resonance still generates more total power, albeit over a smaller portion of the cross-well bandwidth. As the frequencies decrease and the laminate displays more chaotic behavior, the power output quickly overtakes those of single-well regimes. Like the resistor sweep results, both MFCs generate more power during crosswell oscillations in state II and exhibit lower power gaps across the spectrum due to the previously discussed asymmetry. For the same reason, state II has larger bandwidth for both limit cycle oscillations and other cross-well regimes. 
Charging performance and morphing
With the peak power output and cross-well bandwidth of the laminate found to be sufficient at a reasonable excitation level, its energy harvesting capability is directed toward triggering snap-through motion between either stable states. To achieve this, the AC output of the MFCs must be rectified into a DC signal so that a storage component such as a battery or capacitor can be charged, then discharged as the voltage input for actuation. Although there are a wide range of piezoelectric energy harvesting circuits available in the literature which focus on maximizing power transfer, a commercially available module is utilized for ease of implementation since the objective is to enable morphing. The self-powered ALD EH301A energy harvesting circuit rectifies the MFC output and charges its onboard capacitors until it reaches a high cutoff voltage of 5.2 V, then discharges through an electrical load until the low cutoff voltage of 3.1 V is reached, at which point charging resumes and the cycle restarts.
To initiate snap-through, only a single MFC needs to be actuated at a time. In reference to Figure 1 , actuating MFC 1 in state I will positively strain its piezoceramic fibers in the y direction and reduce its major curvature along the y axis until limit voltage is reached where the laminate becomes unstable. Limit point behavior is then exhibited and snap-through will occur to the second stable branch, and the laminate will fully transition into state II when the voltage is removed. In state II, actuating MFC 2 will cause jump to the first stable branch in the same manner and state I is reached once the power is shut off. According to Lee et al. (2017b) , the limit voltage of 860 V is the required input to MFC 1 for triggering snap-through from state I to II and 630 V to MFC 2 for state II to I. The difference is due to the laminate bias of state I over II that arises out of their asymmetry, but any input that is larger than the limit voltage of each state will still cause snap-through.
Since the limit voltages are much greater than what the EH301A module or even the rectified MFCs can supply, a high-voltage amplifier is necessary for meeting the actuation requirements. Figure 12 presents the experimental setup used for charging the EH301A module which then discharges to a Trek 2220 highvoltage amplifier that provides an amplification factor of 200 to the input signal. The amplified voltage is then supplied to either MFC for triggering snap-through and this event is measured with a Keyence LK-G402 laser sensor, which records the out-of-plane displacement time history at a laminate corner. The rest of the setup is similar to Figure 3 where LabVIEW records the time history data and controls the shaker with the laminate attached.
Due to there being two MFCs outputting power under vibration, the connection scheme that yields the lowest charging duration must first be determined. Figure 13 shows the charging time history from 0 V to the high cutoff voltage of 5.2 V, while the MFCs are connected to the EH301A module in series, parallel, and separately. The excitation input is 3g at 17 Hz for state I and 17.5 Hz for state II, which correspond to high-amplitude limit cycle oscillations with peak power outputs. For both states, the parallel connection outperforms other schemes due to the capacitance of MFCs being combined which raises the overall current output to the onboard capacitors of the module. This connection scheme compensates for the P1-type MFC's low capacitance and current output which are critical for minimizing charge durations. In contrast, the series connection cuts the effective capacitance in half and reduces the overall current output which is correlated by its slowest charge times. Like the power measurements, the charging performance of each MFC is state dependent with MFC 1 having a lower time than MFC 2 for initial state I and vice versa for state II. In addition, the times to reach the high cutoff voltage are consistently lower for state II when compared to state I. Although not shown here, the order of charge durations between the connection types is found to be consistent with the results in Figure 13 throughout all dynamic regimes for both states.
With the parallel connection between the MFCs confirmed to be the optimal scheme, the charging performance of the previously analyzed dynamic regimes listed in Table 2 is shown in Figure 14 at 3g for both initial states, while the MFCs are in parallel. Every type of response is able to successfully charge the EH301A module under a minute, with limit cycle oscillations producing the fastest times at 17.8 s for initial state I and 15.3 s for state II. Periodic responses exhibit smooth charging curves due to their consistent output, while any regimes with chaotic behavior do not. For both states, the order of charge durations between the regimes matches their order of power output with the exception of single-well linear oscillations retaining a faster time than chaotic oscillations for state I and intermittency between subharmonic and chaotic oscillations for state II. This is due to the MFCs being connected in parallel as opposed to the separate measurements made for their power outputs, which results in constructive interference of the current output between the two MFCs. Regardless of regime, while one MFC is primarily strained in the piezoceramic fiber direction and has the dominant d 33 response, the other MFC is simultaneously strained in the electrode direction and produces a much lower electromechanical response, and these responses are in phase. This can be seen in the time histories in Figures 7 and 8 , where the phase difference between the two MFCs is identical for both the voltage and current. Under cross-well vibrations, the d 33 responses alternate between the two MFCs whenever snap-through occurs, and the d 33 response of MFC 1 is greater than that of MFC 2 for initial state I and vice versa for state II due to the previously discussed asymmetry of potential wells. The parallel configuration favors the linear regime over chaos for state I and intermittency for state II since the primary MFC always operates in the d 33 mode under linear oscillations, while the cross-well regimes exhibit alternating d 33 responses from both MFCs. However, other cross-well regimes such as limit cycle oscillations are still able to outperform linear vibrations due to the effective current output of the former being greater than that of the latter.
Once the EH301A module reaches the 5.2 V threshold from charging, the shaker is shut off and the module begins to supply the input voltage signal to the connected amplifier. During this discharge phase, snapthrough from state I to II and vice versa is achieved when the amplifier is connected to either MFC and turned on. This is evidenced by the corresponding discharge voltage and corner displacement time histories shown in Figure 15 . Snap-through occurs 1.3 s after the amplifier is turned on by supplying approximately 1000 V to either MFC, as observed in the large displacement jump followed by free vibration that settles into the opposing stable branch. Once the amplifier is shut off and the input voltage is released, the laminate fully settles into the other state and this is indicated by the much smaller change in displacement. Note that the discharge rate increases when the amplifier is on which signifies that more power is being drawn from the module. Although a high-voltage amplifier is required, the laminate demonstrates multifunctional capabilities by achieving snap-through morphing with the energy collected from both single-well and cross-well vibrations over a wide bandwidth.
Conclusion
The vibration-based energy harvesting performance is experimentally investigated for a bistable laminate that is piezoelectrically manufactured by bonding two actuated MFCs in a ½0
MFC =90 MFC T layup and shutting off the power post cure. Its inherent structural nonlinearities are exploited to induce high-amplitude broadband cross-well vibrations to maximize power generation from the MFCs. Frequency sweeps are conducted at various excitation levels to capture all linear and nonlinear responses of the laminate and evaluate the effects of hysteresis, softening, and asymmetry of potential wells on the voltage output of each MFC. Characteristics of the observed regimes are found through time histories, spectrum analysis, phase portraits, and Poincare´maps of select data, which are then used to determine the response of all other sweep results. The power output of each regime is measured through resistor sweeps and high-amplitude limit cycle oscillations are found to be the optimal dynamic response. When charging an energy harvesting module, the quickest times are measured when the MFCs are connected in parallel since the overall current output is maximized, and the collected energy is then discharged through a high-voltage amplifier and back into either MFC to initiate snap-through. The presented work demonstrates the laminate's viability for energy harvesting, allowing it to be multifunctional in combination with its snap-through morphing capability.
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